Style guide:
Mission statement
Design guidelines for key visuals and sample applications

Our mission
statement
Our mission statement defines our values. It formulates our standards, outlines what is
important to us, and expresses how we wish to interact with each other. We communicate using a standardized visual style in order to illuminate what activities are consistent
with our mission statement. The central element is the ‘we’ signet, but the following elements all represent the mission statement on different levels: the ‘we’ signet, the slogan
‘we are thyssenkrupp,’ the four watchwords describing our mission statement, and the
mission statement text.
The following style guide describes the basic requirements that need to be met when
using the mission statement elements and provides concrete sample applications. Templates are available for download in the brandfactory.

Contents

Link for the brandfactory
http://brandfactory.tk.tknet.
thyssenkrupp.com/en/konzernleitbild.
html

Contact persons
If you have questions regarding design or
have any feedback, please contact the
following persons:
Jürgen Wöhrmann
Tel.: +49 201 8445 36062
juergen.woehrmann@thyssenkrupp.com
Nina Wilke
Tel.: +49 201 8445 68547
nina.wilke@thyssenkrupp.com
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• ‘we’ signet
• Size and protected area
• Banner with slogan
2. Poster
3. PowerPoint
4. we.point
5. Documents
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General information
‘we’ signet

The font, shape, and spacing are specified.
You may alter the overall size of the ‘we’ signet.
Negative (signet is laid onto a blue banner):
Background color: white;
Font color: tk_brand_blue.
Positive: (signet is laid onto a white banner or
image): Background color: tk_brand_blue;
Font color: white.
The ‘we’ is always written in English.

Size and protected area
⅓
4

⅓

⅓
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Size of the ‘we’ signet
The size of the ‘we’ signet should be equal to
the size of the ‘tk’ logo. The circle around the
‘we’ signet should be exactly the same size as
the graphic element of the ‘tk’ logo.

Protected area
The protected area around the
‘tk’ logo is specified and should
be the width of a circle’s
diameter around the logo.

Banner and slogan

are thyssenkrupp
The font size for ‘are thyssenkrupp’ should be the same as
the font size of ‘we’ in the signet. The slogan should always
be written in English.
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The protected area around
the ‘we’ signet should have
the following widths: one third
of the signet circle’s diameter
on both sides of the signet, a
quarter of the diameter above
and below the signet.

Poster
Print templates and templates are available in the brandfactory.
Poster with mission statement text – may not be altered
The mission statement poster contains the mission statement text. We use the poster to display our mission statement in
prominent areas of our companies. The poster may not be altered.

are thyssenkrupp

We are thyssenkrupp.
Competence and diversity, global reach,
and tradition form the basis of our
worldwide market leadership. We create
value for customers, employees and
shareholders.

We meet the challenges of
tomorrow with our customers.
We are customer-focused. We develop
innovative products and services that
create sustainable infrastructures and
promote effi cient use of resources.

We hold ourselves to the
highest standards.
We engage as entrepreneurs, with confidence, a passion to perform, and courage,
aiming to be best in class. This is based
on the dedication and performance of every
team member. Employee development is
especially important. Employee health
and workplace safety have top priority.

We share common values.
We serve the interests of the Group. Our
interactions are based on transparency
and mutual respect. Integrity, credibility,
reliability and consistency define everything
we do. Compliance is a must. We are a responsible corporate citizen.

Application poster – you may alter the middle section
The application poster displays information about projects that are closely linked to the mission statement. This way, we
communicate how we put our values into practice. The posters serve as notices in our various company locations. We also
use them for exhibitions and gallery walks. You are free to design the middle section of the poster as you wish.

The position, width, and height of the banners
containing the slogan are specified and should match
the mission statement poster. The headline can run for a
maximum of two lines. You are free to design the middle
section as you wish.

are thyssenkrupp

Here you put a headline with one or two lines lorem
ipsum redat umquir sa
Initial situation
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit.
Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenear. Aenean massa.
Cum socn massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis
parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.

Approach
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit.
Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa.

Result
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit.
Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa.

„Unsere Turibu
dolu ptur, nis illada
mendeles gteaf
debis essit
laoluuptu.“
Vorname Nachname,
Funktion, Unternehmen

You must adhere to the following specifications:
Headlines: tk_brand_blue
Text: 70% black (you may also use tk_brand_blue in
special cases)
The font size for headlines in posters should be between
24 pt and 42 pt in the DIN A3 format.
The font size of the body text in posters must be between
18 pt and 22 pt in the DIN A3 format.

Hier steht eine Kurzinfo mit Weblink:
www.thyssenkrupp.com/link/link.html
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PowerPoint
Print templates and templates are available in the brandfactory.
The PowerPoint presentation for the mission statement is used for discussing content that is related to the mission statement.
For example, the content could contain information about the mission statement process or projects and initiatives that show
the mission statement being put into action. You can always use the ‘we’ signet whenever you are visually presenting something related to our mission statement or our values.
Title

→
This is the title of your presentation

Mission statement banner is a
recurring element. Title (without
banner) comes below, followed
by information regarding Junior
Manager, location, and date if
necessary.
Banner color: tk_brand_blue;
Font color: white

Date | Host
thyssenkrupp (+BA)

Font and size of headline: see
Group’s PowerPoint guidelines

→
→

Design sample: title in 4:3

Logo and claim
Color: tk_brand_blue; Font size
of claim is identical to logo font.

Background: white

Interior part

→

Headline max. two lines in 22 pt tk Brand Blue
(Subline one line 18 pt grey)
• This is random text to show how text could look like here. This is still random text to show how text
could look like here.
• Style guide und examples can be found here:
− see „my templates“
− brandfactory or worknet
−…

Optional: thyssenkrupp + BA + weitere zusätzliche Managementstruktur (keine Legal Entity). Wenn nicht benötigt, dann über die 1. Masterfolie löschen!
1
| Uhrzeit/Datum | Präsentationstitel | Name (wie gewohnt über die 1. Masterfolie ändern)
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Place the ‘we’ signet in the
upper right corner.
The size of the ‘we’ signet
should be equal to the size of
the ‘tk’ logo. The circle around
the ‘we’ signet should be exactly
the same size as the graphic
element of the ‘tk’ logo.

Certificates
Print templates and templates are available in the brandfactory.
Every year we present ‘we’ awards to teams whose projects have adhered to, represented, and promoted our mission statement. The
following certificates are awarded to recognize the teams’ dedication. The awards designating first, second, and third places should be
handed out exclusively for the purpose stated on them. In addition to the ‘we’ awards, we give out certificates to recognize projects that
demonstrate the ethos of the mission statement. In such cases, the ‘we’ signet should be used instead of the number placements.
Adaptable certificates
Format: 210 x 297 mm

→

are thyssenkrupp

The header consists of a blue
mission statement banner with
the ‘we’ signet and the words ‘are
thyssenkrupp.’ The sizes and
positions are specified and scaled
to match the protected area
around the logo.
Banner: tk_brand_blue
C= 100 M = 10 Y = 0 K = 0

name award 2015

→

Name of project
Lorem ipsum lorem ipsumip conclo at pero.
Team name
Business Area
Business Unit or
Operational Unit

The graphic element is a fi xed
part of the template. You may
change the texts.
Font: tk Type Regular
Font:
Project title: 20 pt
Team name: 15 pt
Winner headline: 15 pt
Name of the winner: 12
Color: tk_brand_blue

Winners
Name Nachname
Name Nachname
Name Nachname
Name langer Nachname
Name Nachname

Name Nachname
Name Nachname
Name Nachname
Name langer Nachname
Name Nachname

Name Nachname
Name langer Nachname
Name langer NachnameName
langer Nachname
Name Nachname

→

The footer consists of a blue
background and the logo. You
may not alter the footer and it is
a fi xed part of the template. It is
possible to integrate signatures
into the template.

‘we’ award certificates – do not adapt
are thyssenkrupp

are thyssenkrupp

perform award
2015

we innovate award 2015
energy & environment

Projektname
Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum
ip conclo at pero.

Projektname
Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum
ip conclo at pero.

POLTORR –
Substitution of Fossil
Fuels with BioCoal

Teamname
Business Area
Business Unit oder Operational Unit

Teamname
Business Area
Business Unit oder Operational Unit

perform award
2015

perform award
2015

Projektname
Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum
ip conclo at pero.
Teamname
Business Area
Business Unit oder Operational Unit

Die Gewinner

Thorsten Strehle
Johannes van der Meeren
Martin Weyers
Birgit Wüllhorst
Jens Münchow

Thorsten Strehle
Johannes van der Meeren
Martin Weyers
Birgit Wüllhorst
Jens Münchow

Thorsten Strehle
Johannes van der Meeren
Martin Weyers
Birgit Wüllhorst
Jens Münchow

Essen, Oktober 2015
The Executive Board of the ThyssenKrupp

Heinrich Hiesinger

Oliver Burkhard

Thorsten Strehle
Johannes van der Meeren
Martin Weyers
Birgit Wüllhorst
Jens Münchow

Thorsten Strehle
Johannes van der Meeren
Martin Weyers
Birgit Wüllhorst
Jens Münchow

Guido Kerkhoff

Heinrich Hiesinger

Oliver Burkhard

Winning Team

Thorsten Strehle
Johannes van der Meeren
Martin Weyers
Birgit Wüllhorst
Jens Münchow

Thorsten Strehle
Johannes van der Meeren
Martin Weyers
Birgit Wüllhorst
Jens Münchow

Thorsten Strehle
Johannes van der Meeren
Martin Weyers
Birgit Wüllhorst
Jens Münchow

Guido Kerkhoff

Heinrich Hiesinger

Oliver Burkhard
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Karl Lampe
Jürgen Denker
Peter Fleuter

Meike Dietrich
Richard Erpelding

Essen, November 2015
The Executive Board of the ThyssenKrupp AG

Essen, Oktober 2015
The Executive Board of the ThyssenKrupp

Donatus Kaufmann

special prize

3rd prize
Die Gewinner

Thorsten Strehle
Johannes van der Meeren
Martin Weyers
Birgit Wüllhorst
Jens Münchow

Essen, Oktober 2015
The Executive Board of the ThyssenKrupp

Donatus Kaufmann

Business Area Industrial Solutions

2nd prize

1st prize
Die Gewinner

are thyssenkrupp

are thyssenkrupp

Donatus Kaufmann

Guido Kerkhoff

Heinrich Hiesinger

Oliver Burkhard

Donatus Kaufmann

Guido Kerkhoﬀ

‘we’ point
The ‘we’ point serves two purposes. It contains the mission statement text or the headings of the mission statement and is
displayed at prominent places in our company locations. The ‘we’ point without the mission statement text serves as a notice
board for displaying information about the mission statement in our various locations. These ‘we’ points then provide a space for
hanging up wall newspapers. We can provide the ‘we’ points centrally, or you can produce them directly on location. You can find
all the information in the brandfactory.
Version 1
Format: 2200 x 2200 mm

→

are thyssenkrupp

The header consists of the banner
with the slogan and may not be
altered.
Banner: tk_brand_blue
Font size: 277 pt

We are thyssenkrupp.
Competence and diversity, global reach, and tradition form
the basis of our worldwide market leadership. We create
value for customers, employees and shareholders.

We hold ourselves to the
highest standards.
We engage as entrepreneurs, with confidence, a passion
to perform, and courage, aiming to be best in class. This
is based on the dedication and performance of every

We meet the challenges of
tomorrow with our customers.
We are customer-focused. We develop innovative products
and services that create sustainable infrastructures and
promote efficient use of resources.

team member. Employee development is especially
important. Employee health and workplace safety have
top priority.

→

We share common values.

Headlines: 190 pt; Line spacing
210 pt;
Color: tk_brand_blue
Text: 110 pt;
Line spacing 46 pt;
Color: black 70%

We serve the interests of the Group. Our interactions are
based on transparency and mutual respect. Integrity,
credibility, reliability and consistency define everything
we do. Compliance is a must. We are a responsible
corporate citizen.

→

The logo is always placed on the
lower right side.
Logo: tk_brand_blue

Version 2
Format: 1200 x 2200 mm

are thyssenkrupp

are thyssenkrupp

We are thyssenkrupp.

We are thyssenkrupp.

We meet the challenges of
tomorrow with our customers.

We meet the challenges of
tomorrow with our customers.

We hold ourselves to
the highest standards.

We hold ourselves to the
highest standards.

We share common values.

We share common values.
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→

The header consists of the blue
banner with the slogan and
should stay fixed as shown.
Banner: tk_brand_blue
Font size: 277 pt

→

Headlines: 190 pt,
Line spacing 210 pt;
Color: tk_brand_blue or black
70%

